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Innovation and Research at Bosch

Overview

 130 years company history

 R&D employees: 60.000, overall employees: 390.000 (2016) 

 280 manufacturing sites worldwide

 118 Bosch R&D locations worldwide

 > 300 million annual investment in Corporate Research

 7 bn EUR investment in 2016 in research and development.

Innovation is an integral part of Bosch‘s DNA

BOSCH Innovation History
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Artificial Intelligence - Motivation
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AI will have a major Impact

„AI is one of the most important things that humanity is 

working on. It’s more profound than, I don’t know, 

electricity or fire.”
Sunder Pichai, CEO of Google 

„AI is the new electricity, and its 
technical breakthroughs will transform 

multiple industries.“ 
Andrew Ng, VP & Chief Scientist of Baidu 

„Künstliche Intelligenz wird eine Kernkompetenz von 

Bosch. Wir wollen Maschinen bauen, die lernen und 

intelligent handeln können.“ 



Artificial Intelligence for IoT
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The Vision of the Internet of Things

“If we had computers that knew everything there was to know about things - using data 

they gathered without any help from us - we would be able to track and count 

everything, and greatly reduce waste, loss and cost. We would know when things needed 

replacing, repairing or recalling, and whether they were fresh or past their best.

We need to empower computers with their own means of gathering information, so 

they can see, hear and smell the world for themselves, in all its random glory. RFID and 

sensor technology enable computers to observe, identify and understand the world -

without the limitations of human-entered data.”

Kevin Ashton 

coined the term “Internet of things” to 

describe the network connecting 

objects in the physical world to the 

Internet in 1999.

Data is key asset and sensor technology is key technology for 

controlling the granularity of computer’s, e.g. thing’s, abilities to 

perceive the world, and then to plan and act accordingly. 

• Born in 1968, UK

• Technology 

Pioneer

• Former assistant 

brand manager at 

P&G

• Cofounder of 

Auto-ID center at 

MIT
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“The system at the knowledge is 

the agent. The components at 

the knowledge level are goals, 

actions and bodies […]. To treat 

a system at the knowledge 

level is to treat it as having 

some knowledge and some 

goals, and believing it will do 

whatever is within its power to 

attain its goals, in so far as its 

knowledge indicates.”
Rational Agents At Knowledge Level (Newell, 

1982)
(Picture retrieved from: : 

http://amturing.acm.org/award_winners/newell_3167755.cfm)

The Notion of an Intelligent Agent
Artificial Intelligence for IoT

http://amturing.acm.org/award_winners/newell_3167755.cfm


IoT devices are often constraint by:

 Computational resources

 Connectivity (bandwidth and latency)

 Energy efficiency (limited energy/charging 

capacity)
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Organizing and providing Intelligence

How is this solved with humans?

Control (like reflex reaction) which needs short round 

trip times are organized locally.

More complex operations (performing motions) are 

done in a dedicated brain area (motion cortex).

Tasks with need first explicit thinking and planning 

are solved first in the cerebrum and then executed 

by the dependent systems.

Intelligence can be distributed

 Safety risks have to be reflected 

 Energy efficiency (limited energy/charging capacity)

 Latency classes can be differentiated and resources 

can be distributed accordingly.

(e.g. axis control < 5 ms, motion planning < 50 ms, 

collaboration planning >    200 ms)

Artificial Intelligence for IoT

Trade-off between local computation 

and off-loading.



Intelligence…

… may reside on a server on a back-end system providing 

intelligence via a service (e.g. speech or pattern recognition) to 

clients.

…may be embedded in a system to perform a task

such as orchestrating distributed resources 

or such as contributing to make the system work

… may lie in smart interaction with intelligent entities 

Artificial Intelligence for IoT
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Making things Intelligent 

In  the degree humans 

interact with devices 

actively, human 

intelligence can do the 

mapping and 

translation from digital 

to physical world.

IoT devices that act 

autonomously require 

an accurate 

representation of the 

domain they are 

operating in. 
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Relevant Areas of AI for making Things Intelligent

Machine Learning for Perception

 Learning turns experience in expertise.

 Relevant with tasks that are too complex to 

program, however, where examples can be 

given.

 Programs that need to adapt.

 Both criteria apply, thus, DL is ideal for coping with 

high-dimensional input and, thus,  sensory perception.

Prerequisites

Increased compute power (GPUs)

Availability of large data sets for training

Connectivity

Algorithms

Knowledge Representation for Planning

 Knowledge Representation deals with inferential 

and representational adequacy and provides the 

framework for decision making and planning.

 Bayesian networks and graph-oriented 

approach are utilized for the modeling of situational 

understanding.

Reasoning and Acting

 Decision making requires situation understanding 

as well as the ability to predict how a situation will 

likely evolve.

 Reasoning can integrate decision logic with utility 

functions to build a transparent framework of machine 

decision making.

sense

plan

act

Artificial Intelligence for IoT



Complexity is rising
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Need for secure, safe and robust AI

Source: Mark Maybury, ‘Toward the Assured Cyberspace Advantage: Air Force Cyber 

vision 2025’, IEEE Security & Privacy, vol. 13, no.1, pp. 49-56, Jan-Fe. 2015, 

doi10.1109/MSP.2013.135



Applying “Invented for Life” to AI
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Need for an ethical Codex

So far the concept of “free will”, 

was used to link acting and taking 

responsibilities together.

How will this be handled with 

artificial intelligent agents?

How much bias is implemented in 

an intelligent system? How can 

fairness and unbiased decision 

making be guaranteed?

How can the internal state of an 

intelligent machine be assessed. Will 

there be certifications?
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